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Introduction
• Gloria Durka and the learned uncertainty of 

teachers, or …

• ‘powerful’ knowledge with ‘impact’?

• Truth and uncertainty are good companions, 

but …

• our one certainty is death

• RE that recognises these stubborn particulars 

will contribute to community cohesion
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Window C: Known (by 

me) unknowns (by others) 

(e.g. my secrets, or my as 

yet unshared insights)

Window D: Unknown 

unknowns (e.g. the 

profoundly mysterious or 

ineffable)

A Johari-Rumsfeld-Stern Window:
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Mortality in RE
• Caring for/about children, who think about what 

happens when you die

– I think that death is just a place you have to go back to. 

Everyone is going to go there weather they like it or not.

– I dont think there is such thing as an afterlife and when we die 

we are dead and that is the end of us but if we are murdered we 

turn into spirits.

– You go to a church to have a cermoney and people cry.  You 

get beried and get eaton by maggots or over animals.  You get 

to sleep and be peaceful.

– I afraid of death but part of me want’s to die.
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• Rachael Kessler and Felicia

• Maureen Oswin

• Dick Bruna

• Michael Rosen

• What about RE classrooms?
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Conclusion
• Uncertainty driving curiosity in RE 

• Care driving RE’s encounter with 
mortality 

• Communities are disagreeable, we 
build them

• Without RE, can we care and be 
curious in and about community?



Thank you!



Any Questions?

Any Answers?
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